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Abstract---Requirements Management is one of the challenging and key tasks in the development of software products in distributed software development environment. One of the key reasons found in our literature survey the failure of software projects due to poor project management and requirement management activity. This main aim of this paper1. Formulate a framework for the successful and efficient requirements management framework for Global Software Development Projects. (GSD) 2. Design a Mixed organization structure of both traditional approaches and agile approaches, of global software development projects. 3. Apply Ontology based Knowledge Management Systems for both the approaches to achieve requirements issues such as missing, inconsistency of requirements, communication and knowledge management issues and improve the project management activities in a global software development environment. 4. Propose requirements management metrics to measure and manage software process during the development of information systems. The major contribution of this paper is to analyze the requirements management issues and challenges associated with global software development projects. Two hypotheses have been formulated and tested this problem through statistical techniques like correlation and regression analysis and validate the same.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the software engineering literature project management and requirements management activities are crucial in order to achieve the high quality software system. Due to increase the globalization of software development deriving many benefits to the software companies at the same time it will leads to several problems/issues occurring while managing the requirements in global software development projects which includes.

(1) Understanding the requirements among different groups of people (geographical distributed development teams).
(2) Problems in deals with frequently enhancing the requirements.
(3) Cross culture relationship, communicational issues, and knowledge management issues.
(4) Coordination among employees.

Traditional approach at the global level, be agile approach at the local level in organization i.e., mixed organization structure is proposed to handle these concerns. To apply ontology based KM practices to the proposed organization structure is helps to reduce the various requirements management issues in global software development projects. Requirements engineering activity is broadly divided in to two categories first phase is requirements definition which deals with elicitation, analysis, documentation and review and second phase is requirements management which deals with change management and traceability. Our main aim is to working in the requirements management phase in distributed development projects. Propose requirements management metrics to measure the requirements changes, requirements schedule, and average rate of defects during the development of information systems in a multi site environment. This paper mainly covers the following application areas software process improvement, requirement management, software project management and software measures is clearly mentioned in fig.0

II. REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT – CURRENT SURVEY

A. CIO Magazine

Analysts report said 71% of software projects that fail due to poor requirements management, making it the single biggest reason for project failure. [16]

B. Standish Report

The Standish CHAOS Report, which surveyed 9,236 IT projects, found that the top three causes of project failure were lack of user input, incomplete requirements or changing requirements. According to the Standish Group International CHAOS Survey – U.S.A past project performance report is shown in fig.1.
According to the Standish Group International CHAOS Survey – U.S.A the Factors for Project Failure Deal with Requirements is shown in fig.2.

C. Survey of European Software Organizations
A recent survey of European software organizations identified that more than 40% perceived that they had major problems in managing customer requirements.

III. REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT IN GSD ISSUES
The survey said there number of problems arising in requirements management in global software development projects is shown in Fig.1. The surveys gives 44% to 80% of all defects are found in the requirements phase [7]. The software projects regularly fail due to problems with requirements. Frequent changes in requirements may result in incomplete, wrong, ambiguous requirements. The poor requirements management is leads to increase overall cost, decrease quality of the system or fail altogether.

A. Issues In Global Software Development Projects
There are number of issues identified in GSD through our literature review
- Different conception and terminology is used among the team members about the technical as well as managerial aspects of software engineering principles.
- Difficult to ensure common understanding of problem domain among the development teams.
- Different level training, knowledge and skills that varies among the development teams.
- Delays in getting status reports and concern problem raised not solved on time.
- All these issues occurred in GSD due to one of the main root cause: poor communication – thus, poor sharing and transfer of knowledge among the development teams.

IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGY
The research question that motivated through our study was R1: “What are the basic problems and challenges for managing requirements in the distributed setting?” our main aim is to realize how requirements are managed in global software development projects; to identify the challenges occurred, policies and technologies are used to overcome these challenges. R2: “What is the ontology based Requirements management system in Global Software Development (GSD) environment?” The software engineering ontology’s assist communication and knowledge management issues like knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer among the development team in GSD. R3: “What are the main reasons that brought up the Ontology Driven Development in GSD?” Ontology driven development can help to improve the way in which software development projects are organized in distributed setting. Ontological domain models can refine classical life cycle phase such as requirements, design and implementation. R4: “Testing of ontology based Requirements management system in multi-site software development environment.” ontology based experimental model as part of the communication and knowledge management frame work to facilitate performance and other related issues to develop high quality software project under GSD. Our proposed research design and methodology is shown in fig.5.
The researcher will collect the materials related to the key areas of requirements management with respect to process. Through comparative study will be carried out to achieve an integrated approach for the software development organization. Diagrammatic representation of the proposed organization structure is shown Fig. 6. Our proposed work mainly focus on mainly focus on [2] Phase I Analyze the performance issues in traditional approach and agile approach in global software development.

Phase-I. To solve the issues are mainly frequently to enhance the requirements, missing requirements, and inconsistency among requirements in GSD projects.

Phase II Design an optimized framework model to integrate traditional approach at the global level and agile approach at the local level of an organization structure which is arrived at

Phase III Design Ontology based knowledge management framework is formally representing the application domain knowledge and formal representation of requirements in GSD.

Phase IV Propose requirements metrics to measure the requirements changes, average rate of defects and requirements schedule in GSD projects.

Phase V Formulate the hypotheses and tested the requirements management metrics using statistical techniques (correlation and Regression Analysis) and validate the same.

Knowledge management is all about the people to test how the people are working towards in order to achieve business and organizational objectives. Knowledge management is defined as “delivering the right knowledge to the right persons at the right time.” To apply ontology based knowledge management system to the proposed organization structure the global software development deriving many benefits this includes: [2]

- KM helps to ensure the right information and to make right decision.
- On time to delivery of the system Increase the profitability
- To improve the project management and communication and knowledge among team members.
- KM helps to reduce overall development time and cost.

Global software development project really requires effective knowledge management techniques to fulfill the user expectations. Ontology based knowledge management techniques are taking major initiative for the success of the geographically distributed software development projects. Ontology Knowledge management mainly focusing on knowledge sharing of globally distributed development teams, cross culture issues, communication issues (meet
time difference time zone and distance) and technical issues such as lack of synchronization.

Our main aim is successfully manage and resolve these issues in distributed software development environment. Our proposed model is framing an effective organization structure in a current software industry practice.

VII. ONTOLOGY BASED KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Global Software Development projects are facing number of challenges like time differences, language diversity, cultural issues communication and knowledge management issues. Knowledge transfer and sharing is not easy when team members are working in different development sites. The common understanding of problem domain is crucial when the team members do not have the common language. In multi-site software development the people sharing the knowledge and communication in common language (English) but stake holders are come from different country and regions idiomatic difference one of the major challenge for communication takes place in GSD. For instance, people from United States and England share English as their own native language but the way of pronouncing the terms may varies from one to another and many words have different meanings. So this is critical to find the common understanding of the problem domain. So our main aim is to overcome the knowledge management and communication issues to minimize the idiomatic differences we have use ontology based knowledge management system. When the team member is come from different parts of country to share common terminology and concept about the problem domain is very difficult for that our aim is to use domain ontology to solve these communication and knowledge management issues. Our proposed Ontology based knowledge management system is giving clear picture about the problem domain and its associated concepts and terms related to the problem.

A. Benefits on the Use of Ontology in GSD

Ontology’s provide a representation vocabulary specialized for the software process, eliminating conceptual and terminological mismatches.

The use of ontology’s and alignment techniques allows solving compatibility problems without having to change existing models.

Ontology’s might help to develop benchmarks of software process by collecting data on the Internet and the use of the Semantic Web.

Ontology does allow both to transfer knowledge and to simplify the development cycle from project to project.

Ontology’s promote common understanding among software developers, as well as being used as domain models.

Ontology allow for an easier knowledge acquisition process, by sharing a same conceptualization for different software applications.

Ontology’s allow reducing terminological and conceptual mismatches, by forcing to share understanding and communications among different users during the ontological analysis.

Ontology’s also providing for a refined communication between tools forming part of an environment.

Ontology’s, when as machine-understandable representations, help in the development of tools for software engineering activities.

VIII. TRADITIONAL APPROACH VERSUS AGILE APPROACH

The survey said 1,027 projects in the United Kingdom 13% of projects did not fail, and waterfall model was the one of “major contributing factor for failure, problem being addressed in 82% of the projects. The United States Defense Department projects concluded that “46% of the systems really did not meet the real needs as well as user specified requirements, that they were never successfully used, and another 20% of projects are required for extensive rework” to be usable. The Analysis Center for Software [12] and software development researchers in Israel [13] said agile methods are 29% better cost, 91% better schedule, 97% better productivity, 50% better quality, 400% better satisfaction, and 470% better return on investment compare than traditional approaches. The survey said traditional approaches improve the quality and productivity of the software system incase of agile approach satisfy the real needs of the customers and project success. The requirements are keep on changing while the project is progress. The requirements changes due to improve the effectiveness of the system to satisfy the real needs of the users. It is difficult to respond the customer changes once the requirements have been accepted in the traditional approaches but agile approach is adoption of changing requirements dynamically even the project is progress; Our proposed model is creating mixed organization structure blending of both traditional approaches at the global level to finalize the requirements for system development and be agile approach at the local level to elicite, analyze, and review the software requirements dynamically. The reason beyond to go for this mixed organization structure is now a days traditional way of software development has faced several challenges/issues like understanding ,changing requirements in a multi site environment , the agile approach successfully to manage the challenges in a global software development environment. To implement both traditional and agile method in an organization, to take the benefits of these two methods to improve accuracy, productivity, and quality of global software development projects.

To apply Ontology based KM practices for both the approaches to achieve requirements management issues such as missing requirements and inconsistency, communication and knowledge management issues and improve the project management activities in a global software development projects. We propose requirements management metrics to measure the requirements changes, average rage of defects and requirements schedule in order to improve effectiveness of the software development process.

The survey said agile software development deriving many benefits to the software companies which includes:

- Early and continuous delivery of software system.
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- Dynamically keep on changes in the requirements even progress in the development.
- More on customer and end users involvement towards system development.
- Return on investments in earliest manner.
- Meet the stakeholder’s expectations.
- Simplicity and visibility of actual progress of the project is available.
- Face-to-Face conversation.
- Risk reduction in the overall development of the software system.

IX. REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT MEASURES

Requirement is need of customer. Requirements are capabilities and intention to any product or service must conform which is common to all development of the system and other engineering activities. The term “engineering” also suggests that the outputs of a requirement engineering process need to be carefully engineered, where those “outputs” are usually understood to be detailed specifications. [9]

Requirements engineering is defined as follows: “Requirement engineering (RE) is a set of activities concerned with Identifying and communicating the purpose of a software-intensive system, and the context in which it will be used. Hence, RE acts as the bridges between the real world needs of user, customer, and other constituencies affected by a software system, and the capabilities and opportunities affected by software-intensive technologies”. [9]

Requirements management is defined as follows: “Requirement management is a set of activities that helps the project team to identify, control, and track requirements and changes to requirements at any time as project proceeds”. [10]

Software metrics used in requirement management process to provide the information, needed to take key project decisions and to take suitable actions. Metrics are used for continuous project improvement and control in requirement management process. The general and comprehensive set of requirement management measures is defined for implementation of the goals of the requirement management KPA (Key Process Area) within the SW-CMM level 2 is mentioned in

Table 1: Measures Defined and Validates this papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. [11] : Requirements Management Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S.No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X. REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT METRICS

We propose a set of metrics for requirements phase. The purpose of this metrics is in order to improve the effectiveness of the software development process. [2]

A. Actual Requirements Count (ARC):
The numerical count of total number of original requirements is present in the project.

B. Number of New Requirements (NNR):
The numerical count of the actual number of requirements in the project, compared to the count of the number of new requirements introduced in the project cycle: analysis, design, code, test, and implementation.

NNR = Number of Original requirements + newly added requirements – Deleted requirements

C. Number of Requirements Changes (NRC):
To calculate total number of requirements change requests (insert/delete/update) during the project cycle.

NRC = newly added requirements + deleted requirements + revised requirements.(ARC – Number of Requirements changes (insert/delete/update))

D. Average Rate of Requirements (ARR):
The average number of requirements change requests required in the entire life cycle of the project.

Number of Requirements changes (NRC) /Actual Requirements count (ARC) *100 per phase.

E. Average Rate of Defects (ARD):
The total number of defects is detected in each phase of the project per month.
F. Requirements Schedule (RS):
The numerical count total effort is required to complete the task.
Actual completion date- Estimate completion date / actual effort

XI. METHODOLOGY AND DATA ANALYSIS
In this paper a set of requirements management measures has been presented and validated based on table 1 and table 2.
Our observation is that the majority of existing measures are neither theoretically nor empirically validated for different academic case studies and industry case studies. Table 3 provides the data were collected based on web based project according to this data we have measured and validate via the statistical analysis and find correlation coefficient and forming regression model of NRC, ARD and RS.
The main aim of this study is to establish the importance of requirements management metrics for global software development projects. We use correlation and multiple correlations, regression analysis to test the two hypotheses formulated above to study the impact of one metric over another.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>NRC</th>
<th>ARD</th>
<th>RS(Days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Metric Values
We have formulated the following two hypotheses focusing our study and to assist the statistical analysis: [2]

A. Hypothesis 1:
The metric NRC influences the metric average rate of Defects (ARD)

B. Hypothesis 2:
The metrics NRC, ARD decide the requirements schedule (RS) in person-hours.

Correlation is a statistical measurement of the relationship among two variables. The correlation ranges from +1 to −1. There is no relationship among the variables then the correlation is said to be zero correlation If one variable goes up, and another variable goes down then the correlation is said to be prefect negative correlation(−1). A correlation of +1 denotes a perfect positive correlation; it means the both variables progress mutually in the same direction.

Regression analysis is a statistical method where the mean of one or more random variables is predicted based on other measured random variables. Regression analysis is mainly used to understand how the actual value of the dependent variable changes when any one of the independent variables is varied. Here RS metric is dependent variable of NRC metric and ARD metric.

XII. CASE STUDY: INDIAN RAILWAY SYSTEM
The main purpose of this case study we find the benefit of using ontology in development of information system. The main reasons are to use ontology in our Railway Information System (RIS) is to retrieve the information and compare with traditional development of railway information system.

Ontology is to analyze the domain knowledge, to enable the reuse of domain knowledge, to make the domain assumptions explicitly, to separate the domain knowledge from the operational knowledge and to share the common understanding of the structure of information among the people or the software agents.
We have used the ISO standard for business processes as the fundamental agreed knowledge, known as Business Ontology, for the development teams. The class tree representation of ontology based RIS in shown in fig. The class tree representation is help to standardize a) the domain knowledge about the business operations and workflow, b) vocabulary and concepts used and definition of them across the cultures. [1]

Through this case study the outcomes of ontology based RIS generally fall into six basic categories
− Cost savings resulting from greater efficiency.
− Better decision making.
− Improved communication.
− Better geographic information record keeping.
− Managing geographically. Optimized query.

Fig 9 : Class Tree Representation of RIS Ontology
We have analyzed the performance issues of traditional railway information system and compare with ontology based railway information system which is clearly mentioned in table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SI No.</th>
<th>Traditional Based Industrial Projects</th>
<th>Ontology Based Industrial Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In the traditional railway information system, the users have to create many queries to retrieve train information of just one specific train.</td>
<td>A new form of web content that is meaningful to computers will unleash a revolution of new abilities making information retrieval lot easier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The results of the queries are based on the syntactic nature of data.</td>
<td>The results of the queries are based on the semantic nature of data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A semi-illiterate human being finds difficulty in reading the railway time table</td>
<td>This problem can be effectively handled through semantic technology.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The traditional railway information system is a weak integrated system. But it can be improved by using ontology as, a good robust integrated system is developed, which is supported by a middleware infrastructure.

Maintenance was straightforward but inefficient. Ontology Provides easy maintenance as railway system is divided into sub classes.

Risk Analysis excluded. Ontology Based Railway Information System predicts faults and failures.

Component Separation is not visible. Communication between components is analyzed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table. 4: Traditional Versus Ontology Based RIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XIII. CONCLUSION

Though there are number of requirements engineering models being practiced in most of the organizations, no unified model, organization structure exists currently for implementation in managing requirements while developing a software product in distributed setting. Ontology based KM methods; tools are required to achieve better requirements management practice in global software development projects. The proposed requirements management framework would facilitate the organizations to effectively manage requirements engineering issues into various levels that will result in forming a benchmarked approach.

An integrated approach and a validated model for implementing the requirements management framework involve managing the requirements in GSD in an effective manner. To analyze some of the issues related to this problem currently arising in global software development project having some remarks: reduce cost, increase productivity manage, measure the requirement changes, average rate of defects and requirements schedule , knowledge and communication related problems and improve product and services.

The conclusion of this paper based on statistical analysis of requirements metrics and benefit of proposed organization structure in a multi-site environment. In our future research is based on development of software metrics to reflect on the quality factors to improve the software development process and we are planning to implement ontology based knowledge management system for various application domain like e-health and e-learning system, and to measure various factors (knowledge sharing, trust, team work and requirements flow down) among offshore and onsite team members related to the GSD projects [17] in our future research and analyze the performance issues.
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